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ABSTRACT 
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Title  : Students’ Method in Translating English Text into  
   Indonesian Text at English Literature Department 
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Supervisor 2 : Helmi Syukur 
 
 This research discussed about students’ method in translating English 
text into Indonesian text at English literature department. The objective of this 
research is to know kinds of translation methods applied by students in translating 
English text into Indonesian Text. The researcher used Newmark’s theory on 
translation methods which classifies translation methods into eight kinds of methods. 
The researcher randomly chose 10 students as the participants for this research. The 
researcher used descriptive qualitative method and translation written text as the 
instrument to analyze the translation result done by the 10 randomly chosen students 
or participants. Among those eight methods of translation proposed by Newmark, six 
of them were frequently used by the 10 participants they are literal translation, 
faithful translation, semantic translation, free translation, idiomatic translation, and 
communicative translation. The researcher concluded that the most adequate 
translation methods relating to the translation result was communicative translation 
because it was produce adequate translation that comprehends to the readers. That is, 
as translators have to deliver acceptable sense or meaning from the source text to the 
target text, good comprehension towards translation methods is needed. 
 
Key words: Translation method, English into Indonesian text, students of English 
literature. 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
 This chapter consists of five sequences as an introduction for the later final 
result. It covers the background, the research questions, the objective of the research, 
the significance of the research, and the scope of the research. 
A. Background 
  Language has been very important in the world as its function as 
communication. It is also needed for human being to deliver information, feeling and 
thoughts. There are two types of languages, they are spoken and written. Spoken 
language can be used in orientation, dialogue, presentation and written language can 
be used in letter, novel, news report, textbook, and many thing else (Basari, 2013). 
Nowadays, most textbooks are booked in languages which are mostly used by world 
citizen. English is the most commonly used language in this case. Not only textbook, 
almost every news report, letter, and novel are in English. As learners who need all 
those written texts to gain information, translation plays a role in transferring 
information among languages. We should be able to translate written language or 
spoken language from source language to other languagesin order to get the meaning 
or sense from a text because one of the ways to getany information is by translating 
them into one target language (Fauziyah, 2015:1). 
  Translation is a natural and necessary because it can be used either outside or 
inside a classroom as one of language material subject (Oetomo, 2013).Larson in 
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Silviana (2008:2) said that translation is a process based on the theory that is possible 
to abstract the meaning of the text from first language form and reproduces the 
meaning with the very different form the second language. It is also as general term 
that refers to process of transferring massage and meaning from source language (SL) 
into target language (TL) (Basari, 2013:3). Moreover, Ordudari (2007) said that 
translation typically has been used to transfer written or spoken SL texts to equivalent 
written or spoken TL texts. Based on the definition, it can be inferred that translation 
is a term of a process of transferring massage or sense, either written or spoken, from 
one language to another different language. Translation can help students or foreign 
language learners to get the messages delivered by the original or the source 
language.   
  Translation is not only about transferring messages from one language to 
another different language, but also about transferring the culture that the language 
has. English and Indonesian have different cultures which influence the language 
used (Basari, 2013:3). For example in Indonesia we have padi, beras and nasi, but in 
Europe is rice. Rice is nasi and rice is beras in Europe culture. So, it is very important 
for the translator to know about culture from others country. Besides understanding 
about the culture, the translator shouldhave good comprehension on vocabulary, 
equivalency and grammar in order to make understandable or comprehensible result 
which is acceptable in the target language as the first step in making a good 
translation (Oetomo, 2013:3). Furthermore, Hervey and Higgins (1992:18) said that 
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to be a translator, it is required intelligence, mental effort, linguistic skill, and mastery 
of the target language as a prerequisite. 
  Suryawinata in Ahmad (2016) said that a translator should not only seek for 
the equivalency but also should consider the massage, the concept, and the meaning 
that the source language offers. That is, a translator should have enough knowledge 
on the target language together with the culture that the language has. A translator 
may use dictionary or other related references to support their translating process. A 
translator should pay deep attention before start translating the messages and make 
sure that the translation result is comprehensible and acceptable for readers from the 
target language. 
  Newmark (1988) divided types of translation into two they are semantic and 
communicative translation. He also divided eight methods of translation. Semantic 
translation,as one of the translation methods, delivers the best meaning based on 
grammatical and structure of the sentence. Translation method is a way to transfer 
meaning of the text from source language into target language. According to 
Newmark (1988), a translation method is a systematic way to translate a whole text. 
  Moreover, translation plays an important role in academic context. Translation 
is important for students, especially for English Language and Literature students for 
they will be doing a lot of translation activity related to the translation subject 
(Fauziyah, 2015). As the English students’, they will translate various of text such as 
novel, poetry, short story, journal article, news report, information and also textbook 
as the object of their study. 
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  In this research, the researcher used poetry as the text to be translated by 
students because as the students of English literature they had learned how to 
translate literary texts. So, it can be seen how they understand the translation method 
to translate literary text which produce adequate results, because nowadays there are 
many students used the Google translation to translate text which produce a 
translation that is not very accurate. In this problem had explained in Qur’an Surah 
Ibrahim verse 4 is related to the translation which explain about language that used by 
apostle in order to make people understand, in this case used accurate language to 
make things clear. This verse Allah said: 
 
Translation: We sent not an apostle except (to teach), in the language of his (own) 
people, in order to make (things) clear to them. Now Allah mislead those 
whom He pleases and guides whom He pleases and He is exalted in 
power, full of wisdom.  
  
 Based on the description above, the researcher is interested in doing 
researchentitled Students’ Method in Translating English Text into Indonesian Text at 
English Literature Department to analyze the translation methods used by students in 
translating the given text. In this research, the researcher carried outthe research at 
English Literature students at sixth semester because they had studied about the 
translation 1 and translation 2. With this, the researcher analyzed the kinds of 
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translation methods that used by the students to find out their depth of understanding 
about the translation method that had been studied for two semesters. Besides, the 
researcher also expected it can enrich students’ knowledge about translation methods 
and produce an adequate translation result. 
B. Research question 
Based on the background above, the writer formulated the research question 
as follow: 
a. What are the translation methods used by students’ in translating English text into 
Indonesian text? 
C. Objective of the research 
Based on the research question above, the researcher decided objective of the 
research on students’ method in translating English text into Indonesian text at 
English literature department as follow: 
a. To analyze methods used by students to translate English text into Indonesian 
text. 
D. Significance of the research 
  Significance of this research is expected to be able to give theoretical and 
practical significance; 
1. Theoretically 
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This research can enrich understanding towards linguistic field, 
especially those that are related to the translation method. 
2. Practically 
For the lecturers, they can get some additional materials about 
translation methods which can improve their knowledge. For the students, it is 
expected to give more knowledge about translation method. By this research, 
the readers can get better comprehension so that they can produce better 
translation in the future.  
E. Scope of the research 
In this research, the researcher focused on students’ method in translating 
English text into Indonesian text at the 6
th
 semester student of English literature 
department that has just studied about translation. The researcher analyzed the data 
based on Newmark’s theory. 
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CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 
  This chapter servessome reviews of related literature. This chapter consists of 
some previous studies and some pertinent ideas. 
A. Previous Study 
  There are several studies related to this research, the first is conducted by 
Oetomo (2013) entitledAn Analysis of Student’s Goofing In Their Translation from 
Indonesian into English Recount Text At The First Year of SMA NEGERI 1 Bandar 
Lampung. This research used descriptive qualitative method and used Dullay and 
Burt’s theory to analyze the data. Finding of this research is goof caused by the 
students have difficulties in their structure, in this case generic structure of recount 
text, and some of students still used present tense in their translation task in 
translating Indonesian into English recount text. The least or lower goofs made by the 
students in translating Indonesia into English recount text is Ambiguous Goof (13 
goofs). This goof is caused by student lack of knowledge of the target language and 
difficulties in choosing the proper equivalence of English words since most of 
English words have different usage and formation with Indonesian. 
  The second is conducted Fauziyah (2015), entitledAn Analysis of Students’ 
methods in Translating English News Report Text into Indonesia at English Teacher 
Education Department. This research used descriptive qualitative research and use 
Newmark’s theory to analyze the data. The findings of this research is from the eight 
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kinds of methods required, four of themwere not used by students, they are word-for-
word translation method, adaptation, idiomatic, and communicative translation, while 
the other four translation methods; literal translation, faithful translation ,semantic 
translation, and free translation, were commonly  used by the students. Among those 
translation method used by the students, the semantic translation is the most used 
translation method by the students. It can be concluded that the most suitable method 
to translate English text into Indonesian text, related to this research, is semantic 
translation method. 
  Basari (2013), in her journal entitledTranslation Methods in “A Walk to 
Remember” Novel Translated into “Kan Kukenang Selalu”. This research used 
descriptive qualitative method and used Newmark’s theory. The findings of this 
research are from the eight kinds of method of translation required, there were only 
five of them used in “A Walk to Remember novel translated into Kan Kukenang 
Selalu”. They are word by word translation, free translation, literal translation, 
faithful translation and idiomatic translation. 
  Although those three researches aboveserve translation method and used 
qualitative method to analyze the data, but one of them did not use Newmark’s 
theory, she used Dullay and Burt’s theory. Besides, their difference, the first tell 
about Student’s Goofing in Their Translation from Indonesian into English Recount 
Text, whereas the researcher just focused on the translation method used by the 
students’ in translating Indonesian text into English text, the writer did not tell any 
goofing example in translation. The second study above presented an analysis 
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aboutStudents’ methods in Translating English News Report Text into Indonesian, 
whereas the researcher analyzed students’ method in translating Indonesian text into 
English text. The last presented an analysis about Translation Methods in “A Walk to 
Remember” Novel Translated into “Kan Kukenang Selalu”, whereas the researcher 
analyzed the students’ method in translating Indonesian text into English text. Here, it 
is clear that this research is different in context with those previous studies above. 
B. Some Pertinent Ideas 
1. Definition of translation 
   According to Nugroho (2005), translation is a process of delivering meaning 
and messages of a text from source language into target language. In the other hand, 
Newmark (1988) also said that process of translation is often dangerous to translate 
more than one sentences, the translator should to read first the second or third 
paragraphs. Furthermore, Catford (1965) said that translation is an operation 
performed on languages, it as a process of substituting a text in one language for a 
text in another. Besides, Sun (2009) stress that translation is primarily important for 
those readers who have no knowledge at all of the English language. 
   In doing translation, the translator must be careful to identify the source 
language into the target language and has to deal with two different languages 
expressed in the forms of words, phrases, clauses or sentences. As Baker (1991:101) 
said that differences in the grammatical structure of the source and target language 
often results in some change in the information content of the massage during the 
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process of translation. This change may take the form of adding to the target language 
which is not expressed in source language text. 
   That is why in every stage of translating process, a translator often finds some 
difficulties which are difficulties in the analysis and understanding of the source 
language, difficulties in the process of transferring and in finding target language 
equivalents, and difficulties in restructuring the transferred material to get the best 
result of translation (Soemarno in Basari, 2013). 
  Some explanation about translation above, the writer concluded that 
translation is a hard work, the translator have to understand about how to do translate, 
know more about grammatical, structure, know about culture, and must be careful to 
identify the source language into target language. Besides that, the translator should 
to understand the processes of translation. 
2. Translation Method 
Translation method is a way to transfer massage written source language text 
into target language text. Newmark (1988) categorized into two types of translation, 
those are semantic and communicative translation. Semantic translation is personal 
and individual, follows the thought processes of the author, tends to over-translate, 
pursues nuances of meaning, yet aims at concision in order to reproduce pragmatic 
impact. Whereas communicative translation is social, concentrates on the message 
and the main force of the text, tends to under-translate, to be simple, clear and brief, 
and is always written in a natural and resourceful style. 
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Based on explanation above, the conclude both of translation, semantic 
translation is giving meaning based on source language grammatical structure. 
Whereas communicative translation gives meaning based on content and constrain to 
target language and language readily, acceptable and comprehensible to readership.  
Newmark (1988) classified the methods and drew the form into flattened V 
diagram: 
Word for word translation                                       Adaptation translation 
      Literal translation                   Free translation     
   Faithful translation                              Idiomatic translation     
                  Semantic translation       communicative translation     
Figure 1: Translation Method V diagram that formulated by Newmark 
a. Word-for-word translation  
This method of the source language word order is preserved and the words 
translated singly by their most common meanings, usually text that translated using 
this method is out of context. Cultural words are translated literally. The main use of 
word-for-word translation is either to understand the mechanics of the source 
language or construe a difficult text as a pre translation process (Newmark, 1988: 45).  
Example:  
SL: I will go to New York tomorrow. 
TL: Saya akan pergi ke New York besok. 
(Source: http://elhidayamc-wordphress com written by Rudi Hartono.) 
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b. Literal translation 
This method the source language grammatical constructions are converted to 
their nearest target language equivalents but the lexical words are again translated 
singly, the text is out of context. As a pre translation process, this indicates the 
problems to be solved (Newmark, 1988: 46). 
Example: 
SL: His heart is on the right place 
TL: Hatinya berada di tempat yang benar 
(Source: http://elhidayamc-wordphress com written by Rudi Hartono.) 
c. Faithful translation 
A faithful Translation attempts to reproduce the precise contextual meaning of 
the original within the constraints of the target language grammatical structures. It 
transfers cultural words and preserves the degree of grammatical and lexical 
abnormality. It attempts to be completely faithful to the intentions and the text 
realization of the writer’s source language (Newmark, 1988: 46). 
Example: 
SL: I have quite a few friends. 
TL: Saya mempunyai sama skali tidak banyak teman. 
(Source:http://elhidayamc-wordphress com written by Rudi Hartono.) 
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d. Semantic translation  
Semantic translation is almost same with faithful translation that it tries to 
reproduce the precise contextual meaning of the original. The different is only in as 
far as it must take more account of the aesthetic value (the beautiful and natural 
sounds of the source language text). Semantic translation is compromising on 
meaning where appropriate so that no assonance, word-play or repetition jars in the 
finished version. Further, it may translate less important cultural words by functional 
terms. The distinction between faithful and semantic translation is that the first is 
uncompromising and dogmatic, and the second is more flexible (Newmark, 1988: 
46). 
Example: 
SL: He is a book-worm 
TL: Dia seorang kutu buku 
(Source: http://elhidayamc-wordphress com written by Rudi Hartono.) 
e. Adaptation translation 
This is the freest form of translation. It is used mainly for plays and literature 
text (comedies and poetry; the themes, characters, plots are usually preserved), the 
source language culture converted to the target language culture and the text 
rewritten. This method was extremely constraints to the target language (Newmark, 
1988: 46). 
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Example: 
SL: Hey Jude, don’t make it bad take a sad song and make it better, remember to let 
her into your heart, then you can start to make it better. 
TL: Kasih, dimanakah, mengapa engkau tinggalkan aku, ingatlah kau tentang janji 
setiamu padaku tak akan kulupa. 
(Source: http://elhidayamc-wordphresscom written by Rudi Hartono.) 
f. Free translation  
Usually it is a paraphrase much longer than the original. So, it called 
intralingual translation, often prolix and pretentious, and not translation at all 
(Newmark, 1988: 46). 
Example: 
SL: I kiss her. 
TL: Saya telah mencetak sebuah ciuman pada bibirnya yang merah. 
(Source: http://elhidayamc-wordphress com written by Rudi Hartono.) 
g. Idiomatic translation  
Idiomatic translation reproduces the message of the original but tends to 
change the meaning by preferring colloquialisms and idioms where these do not exist 
in the original (Newmark, 1988: 47).  
Example: 
SL: You are cherry mood. 
TL: Kamu kelihatan ceria. 
SL: Salina!,Excuse me, Salina! 
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TL: Salina!, Permisi, Salina 
(Source: http://elhidayamc-wordphress com written by Rudi Hartono.) 
h. Communicative translation  
Communicative translation attempts to render the exact contextual meaning of 
the original in such a way that both content and language are readily acceptable and 
comprehensible to the readership (Newmark, 1988: 47). 
Example: 
SL: Beware of the dog! 
TL: Anjing itu galak! 
(Source: Djuwariah Ahmad) 
3. Kinds and Process of Translation 
1.  Kinds of translation 
Generally there are three kinds of translation they are Intralingual translation 
or rewording, interlingual translation or translation proper, and intersemiotic 
translation or transmutation (Davies, 2004). 
Intralingual translation or rewording is transferring a massage from a 
language in same language (Davies, 2004:55). Example, for child in process 
acquisition language, she or he automatically get restricted vocabulary and they will 
ask to their parents about symbol or language that they hear to know about the 
meaning of the symbols or language. To interpret the meaning, parents or teacher has 
to use simple word that had equivalent meaning from that word. The effort is doing 
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someone to give meaning about new word to child is using synonym and antonym. 
Example in Indonesian language “guru and dosen”, child doesn’t know about dosen, 
so as the parents explain to their children that dosen some as guru. This process name 
is Interpretation. 
Interlingual translation is translation work from one language to another 
language. This kind is using by many people in the world. Example translated text 
from Indonesian text into English text and the other way, translation Korean text into 
English text and the other way. Example from Indonesian language (pintar, cerdas) 
translated into English text (smart). 
Intersemiotic translation or transmutation is translated written text to media, 
audio, pictures, music, and video. This kind gives the different way to interpret the 
some meaning. Example Di larang interpret with picture         . 
2. Process of Translation. 
Nida and Taber in Ahmad figured translation method as following:  
 
 Analysis            Reconstruction 
     Transfer     
 Figure 2: Translation processed according Nida and Taber in Ahmad 
SL Text Form 
TL Text Form 
SL Text 
Content 
TL Text 
Content 
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There are three types process of translation that showed above, those are 
analysis, transfer, and reconstruction. 
a. Analysis 
  The analysis processes, the translator analyze the source language 
grammatical and understand the whole meaning of the content. 
b. Transfer 
  After analysis the text will transfer from the source language into 
target language. In this process, the meaning of text as internal structure form 
which get from external structure form that will be used with involve cognitive 
translation process looking at equivalent information that had understood. 
c. Reconstruction 
  The last process is reconstructing, the meaning rewritten based on the 
first and second step to produce result appropriately as regulation of target 
language. 
 Larson also regard if translation of process will be present automatically if the 
translator revealing back the meaning that they have comprehended into the target 
language. He draws his explanation into figure: 
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Source language           Text will be translate  Finding meaning 
 
Revealing back the meaning     Translated text   Target Language 
Figure 3: Translation processes according Larson 
4. Cultural Knowledge in translation 
According to Snell-Hornby (1988), the concept of culture as a totally of 
knowledge, proficiency and perception is fundamental in our approach to translation. 
If language is an integral part of culture, the translator needs not only proficiency in 
two languages, but he or she must be bilingual and bicultural. Venuti in Schaffner 
(1995) stress the fact that translator should have knowledge of the foreign language 
and culture. With this, they can successfully realize their role as interlingual and 
intercultural mediators. Robinson said that it is probably safe to say that there has 
never been a time when the community of translator was unaware of cultural 
differences and their significances for translation. Cultural knowledge and cultural 
differences have been a major focus of translator training and translation theory for as 
long as either has been in existences. The notion of culture is essential to considering 
the implications for translation, and despite the differences in opinion about language 
is part of culture or not, the two notions of culture and language appear to be 
inseparable (Mizani, 2009: 49). 
MEANING 
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  Tannen in Robinson (1997) said that men and woman has coined the term 
genderless to describe the differences.  Some cultural understanding adult and 
children, majority and minority groups, something we think we understand more than 
we actually do, because we gloss over the differences, the area of significance 
misunderstanding, sometime we understand more less than we actually do because 
ancient cultural hostilities and suspicious between men and women, adult and 
children, upper and lower classes, straights and gays, majority and minority members, 
first world and third world speakers of the same language make us exaggerate the 
differences between us. 
  In other hand, cultural knowledge in translating many categories such as 
ecology (animals, plants, local winds, mountains,  plains, ice, etc.), material culture 
(food, clothes, housing, transport and communications.), social culture (work and 
leisure), organizations, customs, activities, procedures, concepts, and gestures and 
habits (often described in non cultural language.) (Newmark,1988). Some of them 
cannot be translated from source language into target language. For example 
traditional food in Indonesia cannot be translated into foreign language because it is 
Indonesian culture and it can be understood by Indonesian people.  
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CHAPTER III 
METHOD OF THE RESEARCH 
  This chapter consists of five parts; it includes the research method, the 
population and sample, the instrument of the research, the technique of data 
collection, and the technique of data analysis. 
A. Research Method 
Sugiyono (2009) stated that, qualitative research is doing research with 
natural setting. Firstly, this method used in anthropology culture research because the 
data investigated was analyzed by qualitative character. Qualitative research is used 
to get the data completely which contains real meaning. He also classifies three 
characteristics of qualitative method as descriptive, comparative and associative. 
Descriptive qualitative research is used when the researcher wants to describe the 
condition of situation. Comparative qualitative is used when the researcher wants to 
compare the similarity or differential phenomenon object of the research. Then 
associative qualitative is describing full information about relation between one 
variable and others phenomenon. 
Based on discuss above, descriptive qualitative method is related to this 
research. That is why the researcher used descriptive qualitative method to describe 
translation method used by students’ to translate text at English Literature students’. 
Besides, the researcher would interview some of the participants to get deeper 
information. 
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B. Population and Sample 
a. Population  
  Population is a set of collective of the research object. The population of this 
researchwas sixth semester (batch 2015) student of English and Literature 
Department of Adab and Humnanity Faculty of Islamic University of Alauddin 
Makassar. 
b. Sample 
  Sample is part of population. This part helped the researcher to focus on the 
research. Based on population that had been mentioned above, the researcher took 
some students as the sample. This research, the researcher used sampling incidental. 
According to Sugiyono (2011), sampling incidental is a technique to determine 
samples based on anyone who meets accidentally with the researcher if the people are 
accordance what the researcher needs, it can be used as the sample or the participants.  
From86English Literature studentsthat divide into two classes, but the researcheronly 
took10of them random coincidentally to bethe sample of this research. 
C. Instrument of the Research 
In this research, the researcher analyzed translation method used by students 
to translate the given text. The researchertook sixth semester students (batch 2015) 
and the researcher herself as the instrument of this research.In addition, the researcher 
also got textual translation tests as additional instrument in doing this research. The 
obtained data was then analyzed using Newmark’s theory on translation. 
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D. Procedure of Data Collection 
  The writer did these several steps to collect the data, they are: 
1. The researcher found out 10 students randomly to be the participants. 
2. Translation text, the researcher distributed English text tothe students and asked 
them to translate into Indonesian text. 
3. Analysis, after the students translated the given English texts the researcher 
analyzed the data were used by Newmark’s theory  
E. Technique of Data Analysis 
  After collecting the data, the researcher analyzed the data that had 
beenfoundusingNewmark’s theory which is classified into eight methods of 
translation. The methods are word for word translation, literal translation, faithful 
translation, semantic translation, adaptation translation, free translation, idiomatic 
translation, and communicative translation.Then, identify the effective the translation 
methods used by students are. 
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CHAPTER IV 
FINDINGS AND DISCUSSIONS 
This chapter analyzes the data that has been collected by the researcher. It 
included the result of translation test. It is also containing the discussion about the 
answer of research question which is discussing about the translation methods used 
by the students in translating English Text into Indonesian. 
A. Findings and Discussions 
The researcher did the research and got completed the data by collecting 
students as the participant of the translation test. The data was analyzed based on the 
previous research question. The research question is about the translation methods 
used by students in translating English Text into Indonesian Text.  In collecting the 
data, the researcher gave translation text to be translated by the students. There are 86 
students of English Literature at sixth semester, but the researcher only chose 10 of 
them random coincidentally to be the participants for this research. 
From the analyzed translation methods, the researcher found several methods 
that the studentmostly used in translating the text. That part has answered the research 
question. 
1. Translation Methods Used by the Students in Translating English Text 
into Indonesian Text. 
Newmark (1988) divided translation methods into eight kinds; they are word 
by word translation, literal translation, faithful translation, semantic translation, 
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adaptation translation, free translation, idiomatic translation and communicative 
translation. Among those eight kinds of translation methods, two of them were not 
used by the students. Based on the analysis, the students were not consistent in 
conducting the translation process. 
Student 1 
Based on their translation result, the student 1 was not consistent on one 
method in translating the text. Below is the translation result done by the student 1; 
Quote 1 
SL: Two roads diverged in a yellow wood, 
TL: dua jalan yang berbeda dalam hutan kekuningan. 
The quote above looks original. It looks like native speaker. The result was 
not longwinded and different from the source language. Idiomatic expression of a 
yellow wood was translated ashutan kekuningan. It does not seem like an idiomatic 
translation. It happens because the target language was unable to find the equivalent 
idiomatic meaning of the source language. According to Susanto (2014), the phrase a 
yellow woodis an idiomatic expression that has meaning asremang hutan kehidupan. 
The meaning of remang kehidupan in the context is a dark life. It was stated in the 
poetry that in a dark life we have to choose one way to success. 
 
Quote 2 
SL: And look down one as far as I could 
TL: Dan melihatsejauh mana akubisa 
 
It can be inferred that the translation method used is communicative 
translation because the source language seemed like the original text. The translator 
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rendered the meaning of the source language into the target language by using simple 
word clearly and conventionally. The translation result above was able to give a good 
understanding to the readers because in translating the text the translator considers the 
meaning without paying attention the grammatical of the target language. By this 
method the translator attempts to render the text which readily acceptable to the 
readership without any obstacle in comprehending the meaning.  
Quote 3 
SL: And having perhaps the better claim 
TL: Dan kemungkinan mendapat hak yang lebih baik. 
The result above showed good translation, but in Newmark’s theory, the 
translation method is divided into eight. As one of the translation methods proposed 
by Newamark, free translation is done by paraphrasing the source into the target 
language. The student added some words to convey the meaning from the source 
language. For example, the target language the word mendapatisa word unwritten in 
the source language but it can be seen that from the word the translator assumed that 
the readers might understand the meaning of the word “mendapat” in the source 
language. 
Students 2 
Quote 1 
SL: Two roads diverged in a yellowwood, 
And sorry I could not travel both 
TL: Dua jalan yang menyimpang di hutan yang tandus 
Dan maaf aku tidak bisa memilih keduanya 
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In analyzing the given text student 2 used literal translation. But not all the 
text translation result used literal translation. Some of the quotes were not translated 
based on the translation method required. 
Based on the result above, word diverged was translated asmenyimpang, and 
travel translated asmemilih.From the quotes above, the students found out the 
grammatical structure of the source language which accepted to the target language 
for example;dua jalan yang menyimpang di hutan yang tandus dan maaf aku tidak 
bisa memilih keduanya. From the result, it can be interpreted that word menyimpang 
and memilihhas a meaning as connection. It can be seen from the previous word dua 
jalan and tidak bisa memilih.  
Student 3 
Dua jalan bercabang di hutan yang gersang 
Dan maaf saya tidak dapat menjelajahi keduanya 
Dan kami sebagai pelancong, saya berdiri lama 
Dan melihat sejauh yang kubisa 
Dimana bengkokannya mengarah ke semak-semak belukar 
 
Melihat yang lainnya, semua sama saja 
Dan mungkin saja itu lebih baik 
Karena itu sangat hijau memandangi 
Meskipun telah dilewati 
Telah di lalui oleh orang-orang yang sama 
 
Dan keduanya memiliki pagi yang sama-sama membentang 
Dibawa dedaunan yang belum di tapaki 
Oh, saya simpan yang satunya untuk hati yang lain 
Meski tau bagaimana jalan tersebut memiliki hubungan 
Saya ragu jika saya tidak akan pernah kembali 
 
Saya akan mengatakannya dengan sebuah desahan 
Suatu saat berjaman-jaman 
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Dua jalan yang bercabang, dan saya  
Saya mengambil yang belum dikunjungi 
Dan semuanya berbeda. 
 
Based on the theory,the student 3 used semantic translation which gives the 
meaning and grammatical structure of the source language, it can be seen the quote 
below; 
Quote 1 
SL: And sorry, I could not travel both 
TL: Dan maaf, saya tidak dapat menjelajahi keduanya 
 In the translation result,it is found some equivalent words that used to convey 
the meaning. For example,travel translated to Indonesian asmenjelajahi, it also means 
bepergian, pengembara and menempuh. In this case, she applied menjelajahi to 
translate the word “travel. The grammatical target language looks original from the 
grammatical source language. 
From the result, the student comprehended about the grammatical, with the 
result that the grammatical of the target language and the lexical words looks well 
arranged. To apply this method, the students have to comprehend the grammatical 
structure of the source language in order to reproduce the equivalence of component 
meaning. 
After doing a deep analysis, apparently the student 3 used other method 
namely free translation. The result is shown below: 
Quote 2 
SL: And both that morning equally lay. 
TL: Dan keduanya memiliki pagi yang sama-sama membentang. 
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From the quote above, the sentence formation of the source language has 
similar element to the target language. She used paraphrase in the target language so 
that the translation is longer than the original text. In other hand, free translation 
sounds prolix and sometimes not translated at all of the text. From the result “dan 
keduanya memiliki pagi yangsama-sama membentang”, Susanto (2014) translated 
as“dan pagi itukeduanya sama_sama membentang” . Eventhough both of opinions 
above are convey the same meaning but the structure of the target language is not 
acceptable. 
Student 4 
Duajalan yang menyimpan di dalam hutan yang gersang 
Dan maaf saya tidak bisa melalui keduanya 
Dan kami yang wisatawan, lama saya berdiri 
Dan melihat sejauh saya bisa memandanginya di semak-semak 
 
Untuk melihat yang lain, seperti terang 
Dan barangkali memiliki tuntutan yang lebih baik 
Karena ia ditutup dan ingin di tutup 
Dulu sebagai lewat 
Menggunakannya benar-benar sama 
 
Dan keduanya pagi itu nyanyian lain 
Dalam dedaunan tidak tertatarapi 
Oh, saya tetap yang pertama 
Sebelum mengetahui bagaimana cara memimpinnya 
Saya meragukan jika saya sebaiknya kembali ke yang lalu 
 
Saya sebaiknya menceritakan dengan keluh kesah ini 
Di mana umur dankarenanya 
Dua jalan menyimpan dalam hutan dan saya 
Saya mengambil sedikit jalan 
Dan yang membuat semuanya berbeda. 
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The translation result above shows that the students are lack of vocabulary 
and do not master the target language. However from all of the result, there is one 
line translatedusing free translation. It was prolix and not translated at all. The 
researcher found a lot of mistakes in using equivalent word, so in this case the result 
of the translation was confuse.  
From the quote dan melihat sejauh saya bisa memandanginya di semak-
semak, it is clear that the student attempts to integrate the meaning from two quotes. 
There were some wordswhich wereun-translated and it produces deviant meaning. If 
seen from Susanto’s translation, it would be “dan memandang ke suatu jalan sejauh 
aku bisa, kemana kelokannya mengarah di balik semak belukar”. This shows clear 
translation results for the readers about what the poet intended.  
Student 5 
Dua jalan menyimpang di hutan tandus 
Dan maaf saya tidak bisa mengarungi keduanya 
Dan kita seorang pelancong, sudah lama saya 
Dan menghadapi suka duka sejauh bisaku 
Dimana kecenderungan dalam semak-semak 
 
Untuk melihat yang lain seperti adil 
Dan memiliki pengharapan untuk anggapan yang lebih baik 
Karena itu seperti berwarna rumput (subur) dan ingin dikenakan 
Sejauh untuk melewati 
Telah memakai hal yang sama 
Dan di kedua pagi yang tetap berbaring 
Pada daun-daun yang menghitam begitu saja 
Oh, saya membiarkan yang pertama untuk hari yang lainnya 
Mengetahui bagaimana jalan menuju jalan lainnya 
Saya ragu jika saya harus kembali 
 
Saya harus menceritakan dengankesah 
Suatu saat nanti umur demi umur 
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Dua jalan menyimpang di hutan tandus, dan saya 
Mengambil satu untuk ketulusuri 
Dan semua membuat perbedaan. 
 
This one, the student used faithful translation. Because she defended the 
grammatical of the source language, it made the results sounded uncommon, for 
example, karena itu seperti berwarna rumput (subur) daningin di kenakan from the 
source language because it was grassy and wanted wear. From that result, it is clear 
that the grammatical of the target language was also applied in the grammatical of the 
source language. If the quote is translated in idiomatic translation, the result iskarena 
masih terlihat seperti rumput segar meski telah di lewatinya. 
Student 6 
Dua jalan yang menyimpang dihutan kuning 
Dan maaf aku tidak bisa mengarungi keduanya 
Dan kita adalah orang senang bepergian, selama aku berdiri 
Dan melihat sejauh yang aku bisa 
Untuk melihat dimana semak-semak itu berada 
 
Untuk melihat yang lainya sebagai keadilan 
Dan memiliki tuntutan yang lebih baik 
Karena itu semua tertutup rapat dan siap untuk terlihat 
Meski pun telah melewati 
Dan sungguh mereka terlihat sama 
 
Kedua awalan itu adalah kebohongan 
Dan meninggalkan jejak gelap 
Oh, aku mengharapkan hari-hari berikutnya 
Untuk tau bagaimana memimpin yang benar 
Aku meragukan bagaimana aku bisa kembali 
 
Aku harus menceritakannya dengan pengamatan 
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Entah kapan dan bagaimana itu 
Dua jalan yang berbeda dalam hutan dan aku 
Aku mengambil satu jalan untuk mengarunginya 
Dan selain itu membuat semuanya berbeda 
 
From previous explanation, the researcher found the supplement word in the 
target language (such as senang, semuatertutup rapat dan siap untuk terlihat. The 
supplement word not conveyed the meaning of the source language. The other side, 
the result seems like word by word and literal translation. However, based on analysis 
the researcher put into the literal translation because the lexical words were again 
translated singly but she attempted to translate the text as close as the text in target 
language. 
For example, from the source language, tworoads diverged in a yellow 
woodwas translated word by word, dua jalan menyimpang di kuning hutan. The 
phrase kuning hutanwas not accepted by the target language since it was translated 
word by word. The literal translation was converted to the nearest in the target 
language, for example, dua jalan menyimpang dihutan kuning. The differences are 
word by word render the text based on the structure of the source language, whereas 
the literal translation try to translate the text as close as to the target language 
structure. 
Student 7 
Dua jalan yang menyimpang dihutan kuning 
Dan maaf aku tidak bisa mengarungi keduanya 
Dan kita adalah orang senang bepergian, selama aku berdiri 
Dan melihat sejauh yang aku bisa 
Untuk melihat dimana semak-semak itu berada 
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Untuk melihat yang lainya sebagai keadilan 
Dan memiliki tuntutan yang lebih baik 
Karena itu semua tertutup rapat dan siap untuk terlihat 
Meski pun telah melewati 
Dan sungguh mereka terlihat sama 
 
Kedua awalan itu adalah kebohongan 
Dan meninggalkan jejak gelap 
Oh, aku mengharapkan hari-hari berikutnya 
Untuk tau bagaimana memimpin yang benar 
Aku meragukan bagaimana aku bisa kembali 
 
Aku harus menceritakannya dengan pengamatan 
Entah kapan dan bagaimana itu 
Dua jalan yang berbeda dalam hutan dan aku 
Aku mengambil satu jalan untuk mengarunginya 
Dan selain itu membuat semuanya berbeda. 
Student 7 was almost just similar to the student 6 results, especially in the 
grammatical structure. Both students used literal translation which was translating 
text word by word, although theytried to change the grammatical of the source 
language into the target language. Newmark (1988) said that literal translation, the 
source language grammatical constructions are converted to the nearest target 
language equivalent but the lexical words are translated singly.  
Student 8 
Dua jalan yang bercabang 
Dan maaf aku tidak bisa berjalan dikeduanya 
Dan kita tidak bisamenempuh, aku berdiri sendiri 
Dan melihat kebawah sejauh yang sayalihat 
Kemana ia membungkuk di semak belukar 
 
Untuk melihat yang adil 
Dan mungkin memiliki claim yang lebih baik 
Karena itu berumput dan ingin di pakai 
Padahal untuk yang lewat di sana 
Sudah memakai yang benar-benar sama 
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Kedua pagi itu terbaring 
di daun ada langkahterinjak hitam 
oh, saya ingin menyimpan pertama di hari lain 
namun aku mengetahui cara kembali kejalan jika aku harus kembali 
 
aku akan menceritakan dengan mengambil nafas 
di suatu usia dan usia maka, 
dua jalan yang menyimpang di kayu dan saya 
saya mengambil jarang di tempuh dan semua itu telah berbeda. 
From the result, she translated the text by word by word without giving 
attention for the context. This method is out of context. Although,she tried to shift the 
grammatical structure of the target language to get accurate translation, but the result 
seemed like word by word translation, so that the results became prolix.  
From the result above, as the reader could not understand well what the poetry 
means. It sounded uncommon and prolix. From all the text, the quote “Oh, I kept the 
first for another day (SL)”, “oh, saya ingin menyimpan pertama di hari lain 
(TL)”showed the faithful translation which attempted to convey the text meaning in 
the source language. It applied the English structure as the source language. 
Student 9 
Quote 1 
SL: In leaves no step had trodden black 
TL: dan tak meninggalkan jejak 
Quote 2 
SL: Somewhere ages and ages hence 
TL: Suatu saat nanti 
 
Both translation resultshave good translation, where this student was able to 
convey messages of the source language to the readers. The student used 
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communicative translation. It was explained by Newmark (1988) that stated 
communicative translation attempts to render the exact contextual meaning of the 
original both contents and languages are readily acceptable for the readers. 
From the quote 1 and the quote 2, she used the simple word clearly, 
conventional and readily acceptable to the readers. If the translation rendered based 
on the source language without considering the meaning in the target language is 
equivalent, it makes the readers were confused. Therefore, she translated in 
communicative way to make the readers understand what the poem express. 
Student 10 
Dua jalan menyimpang ke dalam sebuah kayu kuning 
Dan maaf saya tidak dapat melalui keduanya 
Dan kita satu perjalanan, selama yang aku berdiri 
Dan mencari satu lagi selama aku bisa 
Kemana ia cenderung dalam semak-semak 
 
Untuk mencari yang lainnya seperti keadilan 
Dan memiliki meskipun kepemilikan lebih baik 
Karena itu berumput dan penggungaan pencarian 
Walau karena untuk itu melalui di sana 
Memiliki menggunakan mereka benr-benar tentang kesamaan 
 
Dan keduanya pagi itu diletakkan sama 
Dalam peninggalan-peninggalan tak ada langkah yang telah memiliki langkah hitam 
Oh, aku menjaga yang pertama untuk hari yang lain 
Belum tahu bagaimana jalan menuntun pada jalan lain 
Aku ragu jika aku harus kembali terus 
 
Aku akan member tahu dengan sebuah napas panjang 
Suatu tempat di mana umur dan umur karenanya 
Dua jalan menyimpang dalam sebuah kayu, dan aku  
Aku mengambil yang satu-satunya kurang di lalui oleh 
Dan itu sudah membuat semuah berbeda. 
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 The result seems uncommon and difficult to understand. She made seriously 
attempt to translate the poetry based on grammar without considering the 
grammatical of the source language.  
The translation showed that the student 10 used faithful translation because it 
had the similar to the lexical and grammar of the source language. It can be seen from 
the result the quote in leaves no step had trodden black(SL), were translated dalam 
penginggalan_peninggalan tak ada langkah yang tak memiliki langkah hitam (TL). 
The word leave(s) is translated into penginggalan_peninggalan, since the “s” means 
plural in English grammar. So, she wrote such words to defend the grammatical of 
the source language. 
Based on the findings above, it can be concluded that from six kinds of 
translation method that had been used by 10 students randomly to be the participants, 
the student dominant applied literal and faithful translation. 3 students applied literal 
(S.2, S.6, S7) and 3 applied faithful translation (S.5, S.8, S.10) another methods such 
as semantic (S.3) and free (S.4)  translation was applied by 1 student, and 
communicative translation was applied by 2 students (S.1, S.9). 
It also can be seen from the results that some students were not consistence in 
doing translation text such as student 1 used three methods in translation in 
translating the poem which are idiomatic, communicative, and free translation. Then 
student 3 used semantic and free translation. 
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CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 
This chapter consists of conclusion and suggestion. The conclusion presents 
the summary of the research findings related to the research questions. While the 
suggestion presents to the next researcher to make a good research related to this 
topic. 
A. Conclusion 
Based on the findings, the researcher concluded that from eight kinds of the 
translation methods based on Newmark’s (1988) theory, two of them were not used 
by the students; which are word by word and adaptation translation, meanwhile 
sixmethods used by the students in doing translation; such as literal translation, 
faithful translation, semantic translation, free translation, idiomatic translation, and 
communicative translation. From six methods that had been used by them, the 
students dominant used literal and faithful translation. 
B. Suggestions 
Based on the research, the researcher wants to give some suggestion, as 
follows; 
1. To the students 
The researcher suggests for the students to learn and understand well about 
the translation method especially for the English students, it can help them to 
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reproduce adequate translation. Besides, the students have to pay attention to 
the meaning of the source language before transferring the massages. 
2. To the next researcher 
For the next researcher, the researcher suggest to understand more related to 
the translation not only translation method because researcher has to know 
more related to the topic. 
3. For the translator 
To be a good translator has to understand well about translation. Especially 
learn about the grammatical, master of the target language and understand 
well about the culture of the source language and target language. 
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APPENDIXES 
(Source Language) 
 
The Road Not Taken 
By Robert Frost 
 
Two roads diverged in a yellow wood, 
And sorry I could not travel both 
And we one traveler, long I stood 
And looked down one as far as I could 
To where it bent in the undergrowth 
 
To look the other, as just fair, 
And having perhaps the better claim 
Because it was grassy and wanted wear, 
Though as for that the passing there 
Had worn them really about the same. 
 
And both that morning equally lay 
In leaves no step had trodden black. 
Oh, I kept the first for another day! 
Yet knowing how way leads on to way 
I doubted if I should ever come back 
 
I shall be telling this with a sigh 
Somewhere ages and ages hence. 
Two roads diverged in a wood, and I, 
I took the one less traveled by, 
And that has made all the difference. 
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Standardized Translation of the Poem 
Jalan Yang Tidak kutempuh 
Translated by Erdi Susanto 
 
Dua jalan bercabang dalam remang hutan kehidupan 
Dan sayang, aku tidak bisa menempuh keduanya, 
Dan sebagai pengembara aku berdiri lama 
Dan memandang ke satu jalan sejauh aku bisa 
Ke mana kelokannya mengarah di balik semak belukar 
 
Kemudian aku memandang yang satunya, sama bagusnya 
Dan mungkin malah lebih bagus 
Karena jalan itu segar dan mengundang 
Meskipun tapak yang telah melewatinya 
Juga telah merundukkan rerumputannya 
 
Dan pagi itu keduanya sama-sama membentang 
Di bawah hamparan dedaunan rontok yang belum terusik 
Oh, kusimpan jalan pertama untuk lain kali! 
Meski tahu semua jalan berkaitan 
Aku ragu akan pernah kembali 
 
Aku akan menuturkannya sambil mendesah 
Suatu saat berabad-abad mendatang; 
Dua jalan bercabang di hutan, dan aku- 
Aku menempuh jalan yang jarang di lalui, 
Dan itu mengubah segalanya. 
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